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INTRODUCTION.

RADITION tells us that the Maori race has not occupied New

Zealand more than five hundred years. They describe themselves

as a race that came to these islands at different periods in canoes

from the north east, landing first in the neighbourhood of Auckland,

whence they have gradually spread throughout the length and breadth of the

land. Both mentally and physically they are a fine and noble race ; but

although interested writers have brought conspicuously forward their best

qualities, nothing can be said of them that is not equally applicable to many

other savage tribes.

No one can doubt the mental capacity of the Maori, and had it been possible

to educate them and inculcate habits of sustained industry, they might by this

time have altogether cast aside their savage habits and associations. It is true

the missionaries have effected much good, but the unfortunate divisions amongst

ourselves have not only prevented the gradually-awakening mind of the Maori

from receiving fixed and decided principles, but have nearly rendered it

impossible to convert any heathen nation to Christianity.

. The Maori, like most of the primitive races, possesses an ardent love for his

fatherland, and, startled at the gradual increase of the white population, he

conceived the idea of preventing any more territory from passing under British

rule ; and from feelings of jealousy at the success of the Anglo-Saxon in the

tillage of the land, the tribes combined to check our progress. Had they been

better instructed in the facts of history, they would have understood how

impossible it was to stay the progress of civilisation ; and that the only way

left to savage nations of escaping the doom of extinction and living in

enjoyment, is by floating with the current instead of battling against it.

Perhaps the truest description of Maori character ever written was given by
Dr. Thomson in his work on New Zealand. He says : " The New Zealanders

have the minds of children and the passions of men. They respect ancient

laws and customs, but are ready to embrace new opinions given out by men in

authority. So constituted are their minds that it is impossible to decide how
certain circumstances will affect them. Futurity is seldom looked into,
although, like all mankind, they long for what is unknown, and regret what

is lost.

" Fondness for novelty is a passion, but it is almost impossible to excite

wonder. Vanity, arrogance, and independence are universal, but they are

more vain than proud. In all their actions they are alive to their own interest

and in seeking this, are not overburdened with conscientiousness.
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" A New Zealander could not brook in word or deed an insult when witnessed

by others. Wounded vanity caused much strife and cruelty, and cannibalism
was occasionally produced by love of notoriety .  They value life, but die with

indifference when death is inevitable . They  have little benevolence towards

others  ;  long absent friends are greeted with a profusion of tears, but as with

children this grief is destitute of impression.

" Gratitude is unknown ,  no word expressive of this feeling being found in

their language. Theft is rare amongst them, revenge being their strongest

passion ,  and this feeling is kept alive for generations.

" They are jealous of each other ,  and love to excite terror .  When excited

they derive pleasure from cruelty and bloodshed. Tried by the European

standard their conversations are sensual and their ideas unclean. Secrets are
kept with difficulty. Of their deeds they are boastful. They accost their

equals without levity ,  and their superiors without awe  ;  and it is reckoned
disgraceful to give way to anger. Cheerfulness more than laughter pre-
dominates.

" They are liberal in giving presents, but presents are merely modes of trade,

as returns are always expected . They  possess a great flow of words, and are
fond of eloquence and oratory. They are dirty and indolent; strong against

the weak, but weak against the strong. When mastered, either physically or

mentally, they become as manageable as children ; but this power must be

exerted in the right way, for, like their own forest supple-jack, they are more

easily overcome by gentle and skilful management ,  than by ill-directed force.'-'

The Maoris appear to be a very mixed race, many being possessed of such

strong Jewish features that one could easily imagine the Lost Tribes had visited

New Zealand in times past-not to mention the woolly, the curly, and the
straight -haired generations amongst them.

But I myself was once asked by an Irishman the nationality of my own
children, and for the moment was so puzzled that without answering his

question I referred it back to him, observing that my father was a Suffolk man,

my mother a Dorsetshire lady, and being myself born in Hampshire, I was

purely English. But I married the daughter of a Capt. Johnson, a Highlander

by birth, and whose mother was a French lady, while my wife herself was born

on board her father's vessel as she lay in the Bay of Naples.

Now," said I, " what are  they?" He mused for awhile, and exclaimed,
They are everything but Irish."

And so it  is; as the world moves on, the intermarriages will bring us so
closely allied with other nations that a few centuries hence we shall be so
nearly related to each other as to make our quarrels family quarrels, and our
wars civil wars.
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The first engagements in the Tarana i War-The attac on 7uri turi
Mokaa-Fursuit of 7itokowaru--Expeditions against 2e Kooti.

APTAIN HENRY CHARLES MORRISON arrived,,J in Taranaki a day or two after the first Waireka fight,
® in March ,  i 86o .  He was enrolled as a volunteer, and

at once  sent on outpost duty to Bell Blockhouse, at
that time garrisoned by both regular and colonial troops. He was
under fire for the first time at General Pratt 's attack on Huirangi
(known as the Retreat of the Fifteen Hundred). Whilst at Bell
Block, he was placed in charge of the signal department at that post.
During the fight at Mahoetahi against the Waikatos, a message
was received at Bell Block ,  by signal, from Puketekaurere to the
effect that a large body of natives were on the march from Huirangi
to reinforce the Waikatos at Mahoetahi ,  and Captain Morrison
immediately volunteered to carry the message to General Pratt,
which he was permitted to do by his commanding officer  (Captain
Strange, afterwards killed at Matarikoriko ).  He succeeded in
delivering the despatch to the General just as the Waikatos were
being driven out of their works under a heavy fire .  He afterwards
joined the Bush Rangers under Major Atkinson, and took part in
most of the skirmishes so frequent around New Plymouth at that
time. He subsequently served in the Taranaki Mounted Volun-
teers under Captain Mace ,  and accompanied the various expeditions
conducted by Colonel Warre ,  doing despatch duty from the military
camps. In 1866 he received a commission in the Taranaki Military
Settlers ,  and was posted to No. 5 company ,  commanded by his
brother (Captain W. J. Morrison ).  Was stationed in command of
the Mataitawa Redoubt with a part of the company, and eventually
proceeded to the Patea district with the company ,  in 1867, where
they built and occupied the Turi-turi Mokai Redoubt.

When  the military settlers where placed on their land ,  he took
up and occupied an officer 's grant of Zoo acres, until the murders of
Squires ,  Cahill, and others compelled the occupants to abandon their
holdings .  Upon the re-occupation of the Turi-turi Mokai Redoubt
by Captain Frederick Ross and a party of Armed Constabulary,
Captain Morrison ,  whilst engaged in looking after stock and
property ,  was invited by Captain Ross to share his whare, and
probably only missed sharing that gallant officer 's fate by having
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gone into Patea late on the afternoon prior to the attack on the
redoubt. When the news of the disaster reached Lieut .-Colonel
McDonnell ,  Captain Morrison was ordered on active service again,
and proceeded with the Colonel at once to Turi-turi Mokai, where
he was placed as second in command ,  Captain  (now Colonel)
Roberts being his superior  officer. When the latter was ordered
to headquarters at Waihi ,  Captain Morrison assumed command of
the redoubt ,  and upon the withdrawal of the forces to Patea, he was
left as second in command of Kakaramea Redoubt ,  under Captain
Harvey Spiller ,  the only outpost in the district at that time.

In January 1869, Captain Morrison was made Sub -Inspector
of Armed Constabulary ,  and was posted to No. 6 division, under
Major Roberts .  He accompanied Colonel Whitmore 's expedition
up the coast in pursuit of Titokowaru ,  and was present at the engage-
ments at Taurangaika ,  Karaka Flats, Otauto, and Whakamaru.
Prior to the column under Colonel Whitmore marching through
the bush, in rear of Mount Egmont ,  to Waitara ,  he was ordered, with
fifty of the Armed Constabulary,, to march by the coast to Opunake,
to embark on board the  Sturt  (Government steamship), for Waitara;
but on their arrival at Opunake, the sea being very rough, they had
to continue their march towards Taranaki ,  and could not embark
before arriving at Tataraiwaka ;  having made a raid of upwards of
fifty  miles through the enemy's country.

Upon the removal of operations to the East Coast, Captain
Morrison accompanied No. 6 division to Tauranga ,  and throughout
the Uriwera campaign ,  under Colonel Whitmore, returning to
Tauranga for a few months prior to his company being ordered
to Taupo  (the Government having decided to occupy that district
by establishing posts between Lake Taupo and Napier). He was
placed in command of Tapuaeharuru ,  and soon afterwards accom-
panied the expedition under Colonel McDonnell to Tapapa. Upon
that column being divided, he was ordered to accompany Major
Kepa's party, with fifty of the Armed Constabulary, marching
through the bush to Oropi, where Colonel Fraser had checked Te
Kooti. Te Kooti having got through to the Uriwera country,
Captain Morrison proceeded, with part of the column, to Taupo
and again took up the command at Tapuaeharuru, partici-
pating in the several expeditions to prevent Te Kooti from entering
the King country.

In October, 1871, he was ordered to Tokanu, at the south end of
Lake Taupo ,  to organise a party of natives for the purpose of
watching and scouting the tracks along the Kaimanawa Ranges.
In  1872 he was sent to the  Waikato- district ,  and in  1878 to
Taranaki ,  where Te Whiti, the prophet, began to be troublesome,
and was stationed at Opunake ,  Pukehinau ,  and Cape Egmont. At
the Parihaka demonstration he commanded No. 7 company.

In October, 1883 ,  on the Government deciding to occupy the
Kawhia district ,  Captain Morrison proceeded there with the party
under Major Tuke ,  and in May, 1885 ,  was appointed to the
command of the batteries at the North Head, Auckland.
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ENERALETE INGI.

TE RANGI PAETAHI.

ENERAL METE KINGI was ever a staunch friend
of the Europeans. From first to last during the
troubles that arose from the Maori war, his influence
and help were freely given to the colonists, and right

good and loyal were his services to the Crown during the
governorship of Sir George Grey. At the time when the
Wanganui European corps and the loyal natives were assembled
before the Wereroa Pa, that stronghold of fanatics and murderers,
the news was brought to camp late one evening, that the safety
of the villages and settlements on the lower Wanganui was in
danger. This was exciting news to our natives, who, almost to a
man, were for striking camp and rushing to protect their wives
and families. Much excitement prevailed in our quarters. Sir
George Grey sent for Mete Kingi to his marquee, saying,  11 Mete,
let us first take this Wereroa Pa, and afterwards we will go to the
relief of Pipiriki. This is but a ruse of the enemy to cause you and
me to abandon the taking of this noted place. The Europeans at
Pipiriki are brave men, and will defeat their foes," etc. Nobly did
Mete respond to this speech, and ordered the Wanganuis to remain.
Information almost impossible to obtain now poured in, and
Sir George Grey so matured his plan, that in twenty-four hours
fifty-six Hauhaus were prisoners to the colonial forces, and the
Wereroa Pa handed over by Sir George Grey to the Imperial
troops, much to the disgust, by the way, of Mete Kingi and others,
who wished it to be occupied by colonial men. For this assistance,
Mete Kingi and the Wanganuis received the well deserved thanks
of the Governor, and the title of general was conferred on Mete
Kingi, which made him quite a lion in his tribe.

General Mete Kingi then, with the Wanganuis, joined the
European force under Major Rookes, and. all went up the river in
canoes to the relief of the garrison at Pipiriki. After this
expedition, the influence of Mete Kingi was necessary to induce
the Wanganuis to go to Opotiki, and at length Mete and theWanganui s accompanied the expeditionary force under the
command of Major Brassey and Stapp in the steamer  Stormbird
to Opotiki, where they took part in every fight, and did good
service. From Opotiki the Wanganuis, still commanded by their
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native general ,  returned to Wanganui to assist General Sir Trevor
Chute  in his West Coast campaign.

The Wanganuis gave valuable assistance to General Chute in
penetrating the dense forest inland of Mount Egmont, where the
railway now runs . A  nice  j ungle it was then. Sir Trevor Chute
speaks in  high  terms of  the valuable  aid he received at this time
from Mete Kingi and others in his despatches. Then came
Titokowaru 's raid in  1868, when that notorious rebel neared the
town of Wanganui and threatened to burn and sack it over the
heads of its inhabitants ,  at the time when the majority of the
European force was absent  with Colonel  Whitmore at Ngatapa, who
again came forward with his influence, but Mete Kingi  Paetahi?
Europeans are apt to forget, in these piping times of peace,
the services rendered in war. Others again are in ignorance of
the services rendered  by this  old man, now no more. But
those services deserve honourable mention in the history of New
Zealand. Farewell, Mete Kingi ! Peace to your ashes ! You
were kind and gentle to all. Aaere atu ra ! Mete never affected
to be a warrior .  He was essentially a man of peace .  He swayed
his people with kindness ,  and preferred the  suaviter in modo  to the

fori/er in re.
I do not suppose there ever lived a chief who was better or

more favourably known throughout the country than the late
Mete  Kingi. For generosity and hospitality his name has become
a proverb amongst the New Zealand tribes .  He was close and
careful  in his own  family, which earned him the name of being
mean  ;  but he was not so really. He set his face against drunken-
ness ,  and blamed the pakeha law that allows people to drink and
then punishes the drinker . "Why not,"  said he , " prohibit the
sale of  it?" Mete  passed away full of  years and honours at his pa
at Putiki Uharanui.
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INTRODUCTION.

N the following pages, I have endeavoured to give a brief Maori
account of the earlycolonization of New  Zealand, as also a  history
of the native  wars that have taken place in this colony ,  which Igathered from a Maori chief , who was an  eye-witness of man y  of

the events recorded ,  and had learned from others on good authority. In every

instance I have strictly adhered to the facts related, and have allowed my

Maori historian to draw his own inferences from them .  Of course, many of

these inferences will be found absurd, as ,  for instance ,  the missionary who
denounced Kahu and his people for fishing on the Sabbath, and assured them

that  they  would "all go to hell and be burnt with fire for ever and ever, just

like their wicked forefathers, who knew not Jehovah ,"  did not mean to insult

them. He merely did what he conceived to be his duty ; while Kowhai
Ngutu Kaka's inference was that as these fits of cursing, so dangerous to the

tribe, might come upon these missionary wizards at any time, it was necessary

for their own safety to destroy them. As a rule, the early missionaries were

well-meaning men, and some were high-minded and self -sacrificing  ;  but some

were what  we might expect men to be who, taken from inferior positions in

society, suddenly found themselves at its head. Power is always a dangerous

temptation ,  and a narrow theological education does not lessen its force.

Religious enthusiasm was largely mixed with spiritual pride, and as time

lessened the former it increased the latter in too many cases. Despite the
idiosyncrasies of those early soldiers of the Church ,  they were , with few

exceptions ,  faithful servants of their Master, and we cannot but admire the

heroic self -sacrifice and devotion to duty of the pioneer missionaries, who
were the bearers of the banner of the Cross in primeval New Zealand.

Unfortunately ,  the Christian graces of the missionaries did not at first make

so much impression on the natives as the rough-and-ready methods of the

runaway sailors, who were amongst the earliest colonists ,  and were the
progenitors of the class of Europeans still known as pakeha -Maoris. The

Maori thought the Maori pakeha a good sort of fellow, and the missionary a

mere visionary. His judgment was wrong in both cases  ;  but it was his own,

and I have studiously avoided giving my own impressions . What I have

written are merely Maori ideas, and what  I know  to be such.

In the same way, I must not be considered responsible for what Kowhai
gutu Kaka says about the folly of distinguished Imperial officers, or of

Colonial Governments .  I am no more responsible for his opinion of these
persons and institutions than I am for his opinion that  'Fe Ua caused the

EE
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wreck of the steamship  Lord  Worsley  by his incantations. In like manner, I
leave  him to  say what he really thinks about  confiscation and other matters.

In short, I only wish to be regarded as the translator of the thoughts of a

people in regard to ourselves whom I know thoroughly. I understand their

language and traditions. I have fought with them and against them. I have

dealt with them as a settler ,  bought land of them as a Government officer, and

sold it for them as their agent. I have lived amongst them as one of them-

selves, helped them, and have been helped by them in peace and in war. I

know their good qualities and their bad, their knowledge and their ignorance,

their wisdom and their folly. I have often taken an active part ,  and often a
leading part, in public matters , where  European and native interests cane into

collision. I am no Philo-Maori, nor am I blind to the faults of my own

countrymen .  I think if we had acted more on the motto " Be just, and fear
not" in our dealings with the Maori it would have been better for both races.

I believe our intentions have been excellent, but most of them have gone to

pave a well-known road. All I can hope is that the road will never reach its

terminus. Purgatory is fair enough for both pakeha and Maori. We have, I

fancy, just reached that stage, and I think I have done  no harm in  showing

how the natives of New Zealand think we have got there.

THOMAS  McDoi1TN'ELL.
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CHAPTER VI.

H auhau religion - ll%ar on the J' est Coast, Wang  anaui  district.

T was about the year  1863  or 1864 that a revelation was44 made of what we thought to be the real God. We had
been told of so many different religions, and at different
times, that each one was right and the other vas wrong,

that we were puzzled. So at last a man called Te Ua determined
to search the foundation stone of all these creeds, and extract a
religion for himself and the race. He did so, and the result was
this new religion, which was named "Hau," and his disciples were
called Hauhaus. We worshipped before a pole placed firmly in
the ground, and rigged as a top-mast of a ship.

It had been manifested to us that we were the ten lost tribes of
Israel. We chanted our prayers in an unknown tongue, as we
marched and danced round, trusting, with all faith, that, sooner or
later, we would be able to comprehend the meaning of the apparent
gibberish we gave utterance to. A spike nail was driven into the
pole or. Niu, about three feet from the ground, upon which we used
to hang the head of one of our enemies we had killed. " Paimariri "
was our watchword, and " Riki  " was our god of war, and the spirit
of Joshua was our guiding general. It was a very nice, cheerful sort
of religion. Te Ua, our prophet, caused the  Lord Worsley  steamer
to come on shore near the White Cliffs, by his prayers of Hau;
but the spirit of the angel Gabriel forbade him to kill any of the
passengers or crew.

Our form of prayer was a chant after the following : " God the
Father, Hau; God, the Son, Hau, Hau ; God the Holy Ghost,
Hau, Hau, I1au. Attention, save us ; Attention, instruct us ;
:!Attention, Jehovah, avenge us, Hau ; . Jehovah, stand at ease,
Hau ; fall out, Hau, Hau; Paimariri Hau, big rivers, long rivers,
big mountains and seas, attention, Hau, Hau, Hau."

We were then sanctified by the Three in One. Each person
now touched the head hanging on the spike nail in the Niu, as
they revolved round the pole, and the prayers weie over for that
time. Then, if about to start on an expedition to seek the
enemy, Joshua's spirit led us forth, and he wvho had told  the moon
and sun to stand still led us forth with power to smite the Gentile
and our spirits assisted him.

The first Hauhau fight was near Mount Egmont, and was
fought bravely by us. Here we killed Captain Lloyd and several
men, and cut off their heads for our Nius. Some of our people
that were faint-hearted got hit, and we lost two killed, who at once
became orderlies for Joshua to help us. We now fought the battle
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volley after them as they wheeled and galloped back to
Waingongoro, we missed them all. In revenge for this very
natural attempt of ours to kill him, McDonnell sent a woman to
spy out our pa, Pokaikai. We tore the woman's clothes, and sent
her back. McDonnell then sent us a very curious letter of hidden
meaning, like to our own Hauhau letters and sayings, which we
write to this day when we wish to nonplus and puzzle the pakeha,
and confuse them ; like that saying of Te Whiti's,  "the potato iscooked,"McDonnell's letter told us he was coming to visit us.
We received this note in the morning, and the following is a copy
of the letter :

" Camp , Manawapou, Tangahoe.

To THEENEMY,
Salutations.---In a short time I will truly visit you. You will then see me.

Why do you plot to kill me and my women? The kao (preserved kumara) is
dried. Sleep, that the taha (calabash) be filled ; that the journey be success-
ful. There is a whale on the sea ; spear him for the tribe. From your
friend,

cc MCDONNELL."

We said,  11 This man McDonnell is a fool to come and visit us;
we will show this note of his to the commissioner, and ask him to tell
us what it means." But it is true that it was ourselves who were
bewildered by AlcDonnell, for in the grey dawn of the very next
morning he kept his word and did visit us. Our pa, Pokaikai, was
entered into pelf moll, and after a short but fierce struggle and a
few shots we had to fly out of it. The ground was hard with white
frost, for it was in the cold weather of August. Many of us were
shot down and killed, and all our women and children were taken
prisoners . we had to  fly naked. We lost our clothes, our weapons
and ammunition; our pa and houses were burnt, except one house
which they left to shelter a woman who had been wounded. We
also lost McDonnell's letter, which he found in a meeting house,
so that we could not show it to Parris, the commissioner, to whom
we carried our sad, sad tale of complaints. Village after village
and pa after pa were taken at all times of the day and night. When
our scouts would tell us McDonnell was at Waitotara, fifty miles
away, that hour he would drop upon us with his bands of trained
men, Wanganui Troopers, and Ross's and Newland's Wanganui
and Patea Rangers, who were all as bad as himself. They laid
ambuscades for us, and thus we lost more men. It was not fighting
accordin, to pakeha rule, and again we complained to the civil
commissioners. But we tomahawked away whenever we got the
chance, and occasionally we killed some of his men.

Now we were told by the Commissioner, Parris, that a Royal
Commission was coming to try McDonnell for not fighting by
Commissioner rule, and in attacking us at Pokaikai and
elsewhere. We all said  11 Kapai " (good), and prepared to
assemble and give evidence against this commander and destroyer
of our people. We pretended, too, that we wished to make peace,
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pakeha. By it our rights to all our lands, forests, fisheries, etc.,
etc., were guaranteed in every way, so long as it was our wish
to retain the same in our possession ; and, in 1859, Wirimu Kingi
gave notice to the Governor that he would allow no land to be
sold within forty miles north of the European boundary at
Taranaki. Contrast these things with the system of land
purchasing adopted, and then say truly, who broke the Treaty.
But might is right, and right is right only when it suits might.

Now, you pakeha who may read this simple but truthful history,
do not be surprised at the sentiments contained in it. I am aware
that in many things you, the pakehas, will condemn us, and no
loyal pakeha will or can say we were right in many things we have
done. You will say to us,  "You murdered innocent women and
children purposely, though it is true some were killed by us unin-
tentionally, and some of your women fought against us in the field
with gun and tomahawk." This is true, I acknowledge, but it was
our custom so to do, and I know that in relating the past we must
each tell our history from this point of view, but at all events the
results were the same to those killed. You, the English nation,
have given your account of the battle of Waterloo and how you
won it ; the French nation have given their account of how they
lost it. But in this point only do the two accounts agree. In all
the rest they differ. And so it is here. You have written your
side of the question many times, I have now written ours once.
Kaati ! Enough, till I write again, or until the god of Te \ Thiti or
Tohu return to us all the lands you have robbed us of, and quietlybut effectually remove you from amongst us.

KOWHAI NGUTU KAKA.



INCIDE NTS  O F  T HE A R 's

WAS residing in Hawke's Bay in 1862, when hearing that
a mounted corps was about to be raised in Auckland, to

be used as a defence force for the colony, I p04 roceeded to
that town, which was then the seat of Government, to

offer my services as a colonist in assisting to quell the native
disturbance, that had from small beginnings now assumed the
proportions of a war of some magnitude, and promised to become
still greater. Week after week brought news of fresh disasters,
and of such and such a tribe having joined the King natives, who
thought that the lands of their ancestors were being wrested from
them and slipping from their hold, which was sufficient of itself to
rouse every savage feeling in the breast of the New Zealander.
Many, no doubt, had private reasons for hating the Europeans,
but the one absorbing feeling in their hearts was :  11 Our lands are
going from us against our wills! Let us kill every pakeha we
can. - "They are but thistles ! Let us cut them down and save
our country." No one pakeha knew this feeling existed, and had
existed, among the natives better than I. My knowledge of
their character was not as poets love to pourtray it, but as
it really is nothing worse and nothing better. I had hunted,
fished, and travelled with them (with all tribes), and had been
much thrown with them in their districts, kaingas, and pas. I
had not become acquainted with their character by second-hand
means or translations through Government or other interpreters,
few of whom, alas ! were then fitted for the very important position
they filled, and many of whom were only Pakeha-Maoris  sans
culottes  who had private ends to work, which the twisting of
a sentence would materially aid. A great portion of the misery
and desolation this country has suffered has been caused by men
of this description. I repeat, I had not gained my knowledge of
the natives by these means. I had the advantage of knowing the
Maori language from childhood thoroughly, and by mixing with
them had become acquainted with their habits and customs and
the practical use of their native weapons, which has often proved
of good service to me. My father, a captain in the Royal Navy,
had on certain occasions only one argument. If a native grossly
insulted either himself or his family he knocked him down. The
natives understood this argument, which had rarely to be repeated.



Getting around this CD

Navigating Archive CD Books CDs 

All Archive CD Books products can be navigated easily using the handy bookmarks on each CD.
The table of contents in most original books, and the original book index where it exists, can
provide additional ways of finding the information required. 

Searching Text on Archive CD Books Australia CDs 

Optical Character Recognition (OCR) technology has been developing over the years as a useful
mechanism to convert images (as Archive CD Books pages are) into text which can be searched.
The quality of the OCR can still vary, and hence the searchability can vary. Around 95% or 99% of
the words in books with good type are searchable—or even higher with very good type.

OCR is now a wonderful searching aid in many instances
but there is still no substitute for reading the book!

Different Versions of Adobe Acrobat Reader 

Adobe Acrobat Reader 4 or later should be used. Adobe Reader 6 (as it is now named) in fact has
considerably better searching options and is recommended.

• Acrobat Reader v4 has both a “Find” and a “Search” tool. Those tools are two *totally* different things. Our CDs
(that are searchable) work with the *FIND* tool

• Acrobat Reader v5 has only a “Find” tool (not a “search” tool). Our CDs (that are searchable) work with the
*FIND* tool.

• Adobe Reader v6 has only a “Search” tool (not a tool labelled “Find”). HOWEVER — what is called “Search” is
the same as the tool that used to be called “Find” Our CDs (that are searchable) work with the *SEARCH* tool  

Tips For Searching and Getting More From the CD Books 

• update to Adobe Reader 6 for more versatile searching options, including the ability to bring up a list of all
instances of the word you are searching for — across multiple files on a single CD in a single search request.

• enter the MINIMUM number of characters needed to bring up the search results required.
• use Adobe Reader 6 to do some trial searches to try to identify the characters that may be misread. These can show

up in the extra text in the search results list (Adobe 6 only). A few minutes trial will help you to avoid using
characters that are more prone to being misread, e.g. try entering “rederi” if you want “Frederick”, but find that the
letters “F” “c” and “k” are sometimes misread.

• use the “Match whole word” option to eliminate unnecessary items in your results list, e.g. to eliminate all the
blacksmiths and tinsmiths etc when you only want the name Smith.

• use the “Match case” option to eliminate all the occupations “smith” if you only want the name “Smith”.
• don’t just search for names. Search the book for other names, places and subjects of interest:

› look for others of the same name

› look for others who lived in the same place or street

› who was the postmaster or police officer in the town?

› how often and at what time did the coach arrive in town?

› what churches were there and what time were services held?

› what other activities were there in the community?

› look for others who had the same occupation of other interests
• all of this and more may be available in a seemingly mundane book such as a directory. You can learn much of the

background of life at the time, even if your ancestor is not listed there.
• Many CDs have only one file, but some have the book content spread over several files. Adobe Reader normally searches 

in the file that is open at the time. If you wish to search ALL files at once choose the "All PDF documents in" option and
select the CD drive or directory the files are in—Adobe Reader 6 only.

ADOBE ACROBAT SEARCHING IS A WONDERFUL FIRST FINDING AID.
BUT DO NOT RELY ON IT TO PICK UP ALL THE INFORMATION YOU WANT
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